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Children begin trying to make sense of the world around them the moment they are born. 

Because of this, young children often gravitate to sorting activities as a way of play without 

any formal direction. Boys enjoy separating cars from planes and boats, while girls often 

enjoy arranging doll clothes by color or style.  

Sorting is a foundational concept for both math and reading, as well as one the child will 

use to complete the most basic of life skills. Sorting, helps children understand how things 

are alike and different, how certain characteristics can place them into certain groups, and 

teaches them how to categorize like items or groups of items. Sorting is a stepping stone to 

logical thought processes, mathematical concepts and strategies, as well as daily life tasks 

and chores.  

In this activity, your child will be sorting creatures by where live, water, land or sky.  

 

**Assembly Instructions 

Sorting Pockets - Cut around the outer black line edges. Fold all flaps inward on bold lines 

so the pocket title is on top. Glue flaps as indicated to create a pocket.  

Sorting Cards  -  Cut cards apart along black line edges.  

Punch Holes - Stack all pockets together, and punch holes through the stack where 

indicated. Punch a hole in the top corner of each sorting card. Use rings, ribbon or twine to 

secure the pockets together.  You may also choose to store cards in a sealable bag or 

envelope that can me attached to the rings securing the pockets together.  

(See example photos on page 4.) 

Tip for durability - Printing the pockets and color cards on cardstock will help them to last 

a little longer. If you have access to a laminator, this might also give the pockets and cards a 

longer lifespan as it might hold up better to little ones who still put things in their mouths.  

While the rings will make this activity more portable, another option would be to cut the 

title boxes off of each pocket and glue them to paper sacks.  



Note: The images below may not reflect the exact sorting 

pockets in this product, but are an example of how all sorting 

pockets products should be assembled. 
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